Others write diaries.
You write manuals.

With a market share of around 80 %, Volume Graphics holds a leading position in the industrial CT software
industry, as recognized by the global business consulting firm Frost & Sullivan with the “2018 Global Industrial
CT Software Market Leadership Award”. Global customers, e.g., from the automotive, aerospace, and electronic industry use Volume Graphics software when it comes to quality assurance in product development and
production.
Volume Graphics offers an innovative work environment in a rapidly growing company with an open corporate
culture, room for creativity, and flat hierarchies. We are proud to offer all employees competitive remuneration
and a modern workplace at an attractive location.

2018
GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL
COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SOFTWARE
MARKET LEADERSHIP AWARD

For our offices in Heidelberg, Germany, we are looking for a

Technical Editor (m/f/i)
Your Tasks

Your Profile

> Design and compile tutorials in English for the diverse application areas
of our software, such as metrology, porosity testing of cast parts,
nominal/actual comparisons between produced parts and CAD models,
simulation of physical properties of porous materials, determination of
fiber orientation in fiber composite materials, etc.
> Participate in the creation of reference manuals for the different product
versions of our highly complex and hard-to-explain software in English
> Edit training materials, presentations, and other informational material
while adhering to Volume Graphics’ Corporate Identity rules
> Proofread and edit translations
> Coordinate and communicate with the various software development
departments

> You have a university degree in a scientific/technical field with further
education/experience as a technical editor or you have a degree in
technical editing/communication with a technical/scientific background
or similar qualifications
> You have several years of experience working on an editorial staff in a
technical field
> You are able to analyze technical topics correctly and present them
in a way suitable for the target group while utilizing company-defined
terminology
> You have experience working with XML-based editing systems, e.g.,
Structured FrameMaker
> You have very good MS Office skills, experience with CAT tools is
advantageous
> You are able to work efficiently and independently
> You are an excellent communicator and team player
> You have excellent English skills (C1-C2), as well as very good
knowledge of at least one other language
(German, French, Chinese, Korean)

Please send your complete application including your salary expectations and earliest starting date
as a PDF file to Ms. Caroline Mark at jobs@volumegraphics.com.
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